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It is my great pleasure to present you the 6th volume of the Eichholtz Inspiration
Book that reflects on our creative journey. This gorgeous interior guide showcases
a series of tastefully decorated rooms, each one with its own atmosphere,
all meticulously designed to enrich and inspire you.

Almost everyone speaks of a typical ‘Eichholtz style’ but in my opinion it is not a
certain style but good taste that makes us stand out. Although we operate from a
central idea, we offer styles from Art Deco and Mid-Century Modern to Industrial
and Botanical. Good taste ties different styles together in harmony.

Our exciting new collection emanates glamour and elegance, with distinctive
pieces in masterly materials and fine finishes. It comprises first-rate furniture,
luxurious lighting and exquisite accessories, created to improve your life, both
aesthetically and experientially.

Beautiful atmosphere photos bring our collection to life. Take your time to browse
this book and discover how our decadent pieces can beautify your interior décor
and increase your comfort. I hope you enjoy perusing the pages of this Inspiration
Book as much as we have enjoyed creating each one of them.

Theo Eichholtz
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CLEAN-LINED
SILHOUET TES
Bring a modern touch to your living room with the beautiful
Taylor sofa, which combines a clean-lined silhouette with
ultimate comfort. Dressed up in an Avalon white upholstery
and adorned with seven scatter cushions, it matches your
décor with effortless ease.

Complement your seating group with the stunning Zino coffee
table. Restrained yet brimming with style, this attractive table is
characterised by a quadripartite tabletop with wood grain relief
and a geometric base in rose bronze finish.

Illuminate the space pleasantly with the Bermude chandelier
and channel glamour into your décor with the Art Deco inspired
Alice wall lamp. By pairing vintage design with contemporary
aesthetic, these refined luminaires exude timeless appeal.
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CO FFE E TA B L E Z I N O
Item no. 112097
CO N S O L E TA B L E Z I N O
Item no. 112096
S I D E TA B L E Z I N O
Item no. 112098

TA B L E L A M P LU C I L LO

C H A I R D U LW I C H

Item no. 111882

Item no. 112505

S O FA TAY L O R
Item no. 111734
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U N SU R PA S S ED
CLASS
Invite the unsurpassed class of the Monterey sofa into your
home. Its symmetrical vintage design with sloping armrests
radiates 1950s glamour, while its midnight blue upholstery
provides a sophisticated look.

Pairing a geometric silhouette with an open metallic base,
the alluring Sax coffee tables brilliantly enhance your décor.
Their refined hexagonal design instantly attracts attention,
especially when arranged in a group.

The organic shaped Lindos side tables are designed in the
spirit of Verner Panton, one of Denmark’s most influential
20th-century furniture and interior designers. Adorned with
the ravishing Reef table lamps, they are classy eye-catchers.

For a glamorous and contemporary aesthetic, make a
statement with the Ruby chandelier. A modern take on classic
style, this enticing luminaire showcases a tapered two-tiered
design with rows of ribbed clear glass.
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C H A N D EL I ER RU BY
Item no. 112270

SNAZZY SAX
Inspired by the structure of a honeycomb, this alluring
set of four hexagonal Sax coffee tables makes your
living room the place to be. Put all tables together to
create one large centerpiece, divide them into pairs or
use them separately as stylish side tables.

CO FFE E TA B L E SA X
Item no. 112693

S O FA O R I O N
Item no. 111831
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LIMITED
EDITIONS
Give your home modern appeal with these limited edition
giclée prints of original paintings by June Erica Vess. Each print
is signed by the artist and set in a white frame with clear glass.
Vess is a contemporary multi-talented artist, who continually
incorporates new ideas and techniques in her work.

P R I N T S T ES S EL L AT I O N
Item no. 112750

PRINT ONYX GESTURE I
Item no. 112748
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PRINT ONYX GESTURE II
Item no. 112749
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GOLDEN
HARVEST
The warm gold of wheat sheaves by sunset, the royal blue
of Delftware and velvety turquoise give your home regal
grandeur. Introduce these fancy colours in your décor, offset
against fresh white walls. Arrange your seating ensemble on a
hand woven jute carpet to add a wonderful handmade quality
to the room. Accessorise with crystal vases and cushions
with indigo hues. Here we show you how to put our favourites
together in your interior.
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CHIC & SLEEK
Grant your living room classic appeal with the magnificent
Merlin sofa and chair, featuring black tapered legs and two
comfy cushions. The velvety Mirage off-white upholstery
exudes glamour and the antique bronze nailhead trim
accentuates the elegant design.

CHAIR MERLIN
Item no. 111736
S O FA M E R L I N
Item no. 111735

BUNDLE OF JOY
Sculpted from iron in an antique gold finish, the dazzling Bonheur
side table includes a sheaf-shaped base and a bevelled clear
glass tabletop. Originally a symbol of prosperity and hospitality,
the sheaf signifies one has worked hard and is now enjoying the
good life.
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VA S E D E B U S S Y

TA B L E L A M P C H I N ES E B LU E

Item no. 109953

Item no. 112085

S I D E TA B L E B O N H EU R
Item no. 111099
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CHANDELIER MOREAUX L
Item no. 110225

FLO O R L A M P CHARLEN E
Item no. 111544

C H A I R PAV O N E
Item no. 112017
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URBAN OASIS
Leave the rush behind and unwind in this opulent interior.
Bright and uncluttered, this modern décor is the perfect
backdrop for wellbeing and good living. Stretch out on the
sumptuous Tuscany sofa or relax in the stylish Eduardo swivel
chair. Display your favourite books or magazines on the
Royalton coffee tables. Set the mood for mellow moments
with the Argento chandeliers.
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GLOBAL
NETWORK
Create a retro-chic focal point in your living space with the
Argento chandelier. This asymmetrical interpretation of
Mid-Century Modern designer lighting instantly elevates
your room. It features an antique brass finish and twelve
hand-blown clear glass globes.

CHAN D ELI ER A RG ENTO
Item no. 112076
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S I D E TA B L E R O YA LT O N

C O F F E E TA B L E R O YA LT O N

Item no. 111984

Item no. 111983
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R O C H E TA U P E V E LV E T

R O C H E T E A L B L U E V E LV E T

Item no. 112068

Item no. 112067

ST U N N I N G SE ATS
Host your guests in style with the Cardinale dining chairs. Their bent backrests and tapered legs feature a Roche velvet
upholstery, giving these stunning seats a sense of fifties flair.
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C L A R C K S A N D V E LV E T

C L A R C K G R E Y V E LV E T

Item no. 111945

Item no. 112066
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SO OT H I N G
SYNERGY
Easy on the eyes, this well-balanced assemblage is instantly
calming. The soft sand colour of the handwoven Reeves
carpet and the warm white shades of the retro-chic Tortora
chandelier are beautifully highlighted by the black marble
tabletops of the Tomasso coffee tables and the monochrome
prints of Ivan Melotti. The spacious Montado lounge sofa
and loveseat offer generous seating, while the Oasis table
lamp spreads a soft glow in the room.
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CHAN D ELI ER TO RTO R A
Item no. 112071

P R I N T S I VA N M E LOT T I
Item no. 109443

GENEROUS &
GREGARIOUS
The spacious Montado lounge sofa offers generous
seating to you and your loved ones. With its straight
lines and modern look, this designer sofa looks great
in a penthouse or loft. It features a Panama natural
upholstery and tapered black legs.
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LO U N G E S O FA M O N TA D O
Item no. 111694
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TWIST & TURN
Have a seat in the comfortable Serena swivel chair. This retro swivel
chair looks great in both contemporary and traditional homes
or offices. Featuring a fabric upholstery with piping and a stainless
steel pedestal base, it adds a Mid-Century Modern touch to
any space.

SWIVEL CHAIR SERENA
Panama natural | Item no. 111677 - Clarck grey | Item no. 112036

TOM ASSO SERI ES
Console Table - Item no. 111992 | Coffee Table - Item no. 111988
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Coffee Table ø 100 cm - Item no. 111989 | Side Table - Item no. 111990
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MID-CENTURY
MODERN
Luxury and versatility are key elements of our
sumptuous collection, as this interior shows. The
stylish Highland dresser and DeLaRenta wine
cabinet exude the restrained opulence of mid-20th
century design. Featuring doors with captivating
geometric silhouettes, these washed oak veneer
furniture pieces provide a dynamic texture.

The retro look and feel of this sophisticated décor
is completed with the oak veneer Remington dining
table, flanked by the elegant Scribe dining chairs.
Reflecting the timeless beauty of this well-balanced
furniture arrangement, the sculptural Robbins table
lamp evokes an enchanting interior ambience.
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C A B I N E T D E L A R EN TA
Item no. 111464

B E D S I D E TA B L E H I G H L A N D
Item no. 112003

Invite the natural beauty of washed oak veneer into your
home with the Washed Oak Veneer series. Each furniture
piece is exquisitely handcrafted by skilled artisans. Different
triangular faces on the cabinet doors create a striking
geometric silhouette, while subtle contrasting white grains
light up the veneer. The aesthetic is accented by stainless
CABINET HIGHLAND
Item no. 111458
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steel bases adorned with a brushed brass finish for a
touch of glamour.
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S O FA R A F F L E S
Item no. 111505

CHAIR R AFFLES
Item no. 111506

VI N TAG E
STYLE
The retro Raffles sofa rests upon a powdercoated steel base with gunmetal finish. Beautifully
upholstered in Porpoise grey velvet, the ultrapadded seating promotes a sink-in feeling
of luxury, while the stitched backrest has the
contoured piped effect of 1950s furniture.

CARPET GOSLING
Item no. 111707 | 170 x 240cm
CO FFE E TA B L E Q U E RCU S
Item no. 111461
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FLO O R L A M P REX

Item no. 111708 | 200 x 300cm

Item no. 111597

Item no. 111709 | 300 x 400cm
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N AT U R A L
BEAUTY
Grains, knots and holes grant a unique appearance
to each Eichholtz coffee table with a petrified wood
tabletop. Characterised by natural black, brown,
grey and white tones, these distinctive coffee
tables are suitable for a variety of interior styles and
colour schemes.

CO FFE E TA B L E D E S OTO
Item no. 111465

CO FFE E TA B L E B A R RYM O R E
Item no. 109033
CO FFE E TA B L E B A R RYM O R E
Item no. 112312

Petrified wood literally means: wood turned into
stone. Trees that have been buried under sediment
for many years can transform into stone. While
retaining the original structure of the stem tissue,
all the organic materials are replaced with minerals.

CO FFE E TA B L E D E S OTO
Item no. 111999
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P E ACEFU L PA R A D I S E
Lend a fabulous splash of colour to your décor with the Massaro table lamp

extravagance to your interior scheme. With its acrylic base and glass

and the Ponti ottoman. Turquoise and aquamarine immediately evoke the

tabletop in a gold finish frame, it looks both sunny and serene.

tropical sphere of the Caribbean. Pair them with natural colours like sand,
brown and green, to create your own paradise.

Amplify the tranquil atmosphere with the Galleria side table. Featuring a
clean-lined nickel frame and black glass tabletop, it channels minimalist
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Relaxing is a breeze in the Adonia sofa and chairs, the ultimate combination

aesthetic into your living space. Round out your décor with stylish

of beauty and comfort. The Horizon coffee table adds a touch of exotic

accessories like the Nestor ashtray and the decorative Cora serving tray.
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TURQUOISE DELIGHT
Brighten up your home with these vibrant table lamps. By a mix of clear glass with aquamarine hues, the lamp bases of hand-blown glass
create a lively effect. Their elegant shapes and fascinating textures are accented by restrained lampshades.
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TA B L E L A M P B A R RO N

TA B L E L A M P M A S SA RO

TA B L E L A M P TO R I A N

Item no. 111602

Item no. 111601

Item no. 111605
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GLAMOROUS
H OSPI TA L I T Y
In hospitality it’s all about creating an outstanding ambience
for your guests. Impress them with the Hollywood glitz and
glamour of the opulent Jet Set chandeliers, the glossy
Grimaldi bars, and the lustrous Lagonda cabinets. Top off
the ritzy style with the chic Cedro bar stools, and add
tropical plants for an exotic touch.
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GOLDEN
WONDER
With its compelling geometric design, the Lagonda cabinet
adds distinctive style to any space. Its glossy gold finish frame
contains ten smoke glass shelves and rests on an oak veneer
base. An attractive showcase for bottles, glassware, crockery,
books and decorative items.

D I N I N G TA B L E AVO R I A S Q UA R E

CABINET L AGONDA

Item no. 111852

Item no. 110679

BA R STO O L CED RO
Item no. 112060
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O U TSTA N D I N G
A MBIENCE
Treat your guests on a world-class experience in your hotel,
restaurant or club. Let them unwind, drink and dine in the
splendid Eichholtz style. Satisfy their appetite for décor with
our tasteful furniture, accessories and prints. Have them
bathe in the warm and gentle glow of our luxury lighting.
Our designers love to help you make your establishment stand
out in interior design and atmosphere.
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EMERALD EMBRACE
Immerse yourself in exotic opulence. Designed with an emphasis on luxury
and a relaxed approach to living, this vivid vintage style interior is grounded in
nature. The lush emerald green of the Brian sofa and chair perfectly goes with
the chic black of the faux-marble Parme tables and the warm gold of the Selva
chandelier, creating an excellent setting to unwind.
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C H A N D E L I E R S E LVA
Item no. 111974

IMPECCABLE
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Both lit and unlit, the stunning Selva chandelier will radiate elegance
and lightness into your living room or dining area. Its clean-line fixture
with gold finish gives this lustrous luminaire a modern look, providing
a subtle contrast to the twelve mouth-blown glass spheres.
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CHAIR BRIAN
Item no. 112046

PA R M E S E R I E S
Coffee table - Item no. 112048 | Side table - Item no. 112047
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DARING &
DISTINCTIVE
Whether shedding light on the seating arrangement in your
living room or illuminating your entryway, the shimmering Shard
chandeliers are always posh. Adorned with pieces of hand-cut
and bevelled glass, they will add sparkle to the space.

CHANDELIER SHARD
Satin gold finish - clear glass | Item no. 111877
Nickel finish - smoke glass | Item no. 111878
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WA L L L A M P S PA R K S
Sparks L Nickel finish - Item no. 111898 | Sparks S Nickel finish - 111896
Sparks L Gold finish - Item no. 111899 | Sparks S Gold finish - Item no. 111897
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A DASH OF
ART DECO
Add a dash of Art Deco style to your lounge with the nickel Dorrell
floor lamp. This glamorous nickel uplighter is an exquisite light source
for any corner. Its beautiful bowl-shaped lampshade houses an
atmospheric uplight. To perfect the soothing ambience, it diffuses a
soft and warm light through the clear glass and frosted glass rods
of the the architectural lamp base.
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CHANDELIER AZURE
Item no. 111907

MIRROR CONVERSE
Item no. 109970

S O FA J A S O N
Item no. 112014

SUBTLE ELEGANCE
The transparent Azure chandelier will bring subtle elegance to your home.
Stripped to the bare essence of illumination, this tapered cage with
bevelled clear glass panels will be a radiant centerpiece in your interior.
For added dimension, group several chandeliers together.

CHAIR JASON
Item no. 112015
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FA I R & S Q UA R E
Jazz up your interior with the eye-catching Orient coffee table.
Its dazzling design features an excentric tapered base and a
square clear glass tabletop with lovely rounded edges.
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S W I V E L C H A I R F L AV I O
Item no. 111394
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L’O R D E GA LO RE
Create a breathtaking interior that exudes stylish excellence. Lay the
foundation with the classy Reeves carpet. Handwoven of 100%
viscose it provides a lovely natural floor covering. Put the chic Villièrs
accent tables in the center. Flanked by the sumptuous Menorca sofa,
they will serve as powerful anchor pieces.

Add a hint of exotic flair to the setting with the Damian table lamp
and the Bahamas chairs, that feature a bamboo-like appearance.
With their comfortable seats and well-stuffed cushions in black
velours, the Bahamas chairs provide a pleasant seating experience.
Besides, they go really well with the Menorca sofa.

The Empire style Balcony side table looks great with a pair of oriental
Golden Dragon vases. Combined with the beautiful baroque Leighton
mirror, it radiates royal grandeur. For an atmospheric lighting scheme,
select the sophisticated Gigi and Savoie chandeliers and the classic
Regis and Charlene floor lamps.
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CO FFE E TA B L E V I L L I È RS

S I D E TA B L E V I L L I È RS

Item no. 110610

Item no. 110611

H E ART O F STO N E
Invite the natural chic of the Tatler tables into your home. Resting on sturdy round bases in a matte gold finish,
the square high-gloss tabletops nestle beautiful faux-marble inserts inside. The bold yet tasteful combination of
materials turns these tables into pieces of art.
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CO FFE E TA B L E TAT L E R

S I D E TA B L E TAT L E R

Item no. 112545

Item no. 112546
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Display the Debussy vase on the shelf of the Sheffield wall
corbel to add drama to your home décor. Providing a hint of
dynasty elegance, this gorgeous glazed urn will enhance the
grandeur of your interior. Its crackleware cream ceramic body
and lid feature ornate copper detailing with an antiqued gold
finish. The elegant brass wall corbel comes in a matte black
finish and is also available in a white finish.

VA S E D E B U S S Y
Item no. 109954
WA L L C O R B E L S H E F F I E L D
Item no. 110897
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M I RRO R LEI GHTO N
Item no. 109034

CHANDELIER GIGI L
Item no. 111532
CHANDELIER GIGI S
Item no. 111530
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MAUVE MIST
Enjoy a luxurious sink-in feeling while relaxing in the Menorca sofa.
Super-padded with a strong hardwood frame, the stone grey
upholstery regains its shape once you stand up. Generous scatter
cushions provide a comfy backdrop.

Showcase your treasured homeware accessories in style, by putting
them on display in the etagere and on the tables of the contemporary
Trento series. Due to their transparent character, these alluring furniture
pieces allow the beauty of your interior surroundings to filter through.

Channel glamour into your décor with the Vittoria wall lamp and the
Umbria table lamp. These lustrous luminaires create a stunning glow
in any space.
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HIGH STYLE
Give your home a high-style update with items from the transparent
Trento series. Comprising beautifully balanced constructions of
polished stainless steel and acrylic rods with clear glass tops and
shelves, these graceful furniture pieces exude lightness, elegance and
sophistication. Supplement with luxury lighting and home accessories
from our collection to create a true designer look.

TRENTO SERI ES
Side Table - Item no. 111147 | Column - Item no. 111148
Coffee Table - Item no. 111146 | Cabinet - Item no. 111149
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ECLECTIC CLASS
Arrange the Principe sofa and the Varenne coffee table on the
Voyage carpet to add a wonderful handmade quality to your living
room. Combine with the oriental charm of the Colliers cabinet for an
eclectic appearance.

The Albergo lanterns and the Dupoint table lamp provide ample
lighting, while the Gallions candle holders and the Artificial candles
evoke a romantic atmosphere.

Accessorise with both stylish and practical items like the nickel
finished Isabena tray and Brook box, and the white ceramic Rope
drum. Top off your décor with a hint of indigo.
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THE WORLD
ACCORDING
TO CARP

C O F F E E TA B L E L A VA R E N N E
Item no. 111191

Create a warm and welcoming atmosphere in your
home with the Dupoint table lamp. This artisan made
ceramic lamp is sure to captivate your family and
friends with its beautiful Koi carp relief, symbolising
love and friendship. It comes with a modern off-white
fabric shade.

CHAIR PRINCIPE
Item no. 110939

S O FA P R I N C I P E
Item no. 110938
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TA B L E L A M P D U P O I N T
Item no. 110689
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LANTERN ALBERGO
Item no. 110812

CABINET COLLIERS
Item no. 110602

CHAIR HARRISON
Item no. 108126U
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ART DECO
MONKEY
Inspired by the stylised home accessories of
the Roaring Twenties, the Art Deco Monkey will
add sophisticated appeal to your interior. This
alluring bronze patina table lamp is modelled
after the ancient Egyptian god Thoth. In art,
Thoth was often depicted as a baboon holding
up a crescent moon, symbolising equilibrium
and wisdom.
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R AT TA N
ROMANCE
Evoke the lush ambience of a tropical paradise with the beautiful
Bahamas coffee table. This enchanting table takes style cues from the
romantic charm of British colonial interiors and Caribbean plantation
homes. Comprising pine wood, natural mesh cane webbing and clear
glass, it features a black finish and cross bars for added design.
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TROLLEY BAHAMAS
Item no. 111935
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S I D E TA B L E B A H A M A S

CABINET BAHAMAS

Item no. 111692

Item no. 111891
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SHADES OF GREY
In this elegant décor, subtle notes of sand and grey underscore the
brilliance of clear glass and cool metallics. Sleek lines convey the
sophisticated design of the Tortona coffee tables and the Beverly Hills
trolley, while sparkle is added by lustrous lighting.

Featuring a dazzling design with ribbed and bevelled clear glass
tubes, the lush Vittoria chandeliers create a stunning glow over the
arrangement. The Titan table lamp is a show-stopping accent with its
beautiful faceted glass base and chic black lampshade.

The sumptuous Cesare sofas offer a subtle button-back design, gently
curving with straight line embroidered stitching. They are presented with
a black gunmetal base for a monochrome contrast. Scattered cushions
provide a homely comfort.
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TA B L E L A M P T I TA N
Item no. 110456

E XQ U I S I T ELY
UPHOLSTERED

CO FFE E TA B L E TO RTO N A
Item no. 111074

The sumptuous Cesare sofas offer a subtle button-back
design, gently curving with straight line embroidered
stitching. They are presented with a black gunmetal
base for a monochrome contrast. Scattered cushions
provide a homely comfort.

S O FA C E S A R E
Granite grey | Item no. 111053
Pebble grey | Item no. 111052
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COMFY COUCH
Create an island of relaxation in your living space with the convenient
Carlita sofa. This ravishing round sofa features a pebble grey upholstery
and a deep-buttoned backrest. It comes with three cushions for extra
comfort and cosiness.
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Please note that some items in this catalogue may
have been discontinued or taken out of production.
Prices, colors and/or composition of our products
may change over time. We recommend a visit to our
website for an up-to-date version of our collection
and pricelist.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may
be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise,
without prior written consent of Eichholtz B.V.

Eichholtz b.v.
P.O. Box 23 | 2160 AA, Lisse | The Netherlands
Delfweg 52 | Noordwijkerhout | The Netherlands
Phone: + 31 252 515 850
Our general conditions are available on
our website www.eichholtz.com
info@eichholtz.com
/eichholtzbv
/worldofeichholtz
/eichholtz

CHECK OUT OUR ENTIRE
COLLECTION
For an overview of our entire collection of opulent interior pieces, see the Eichholtz
Furniture & Accessories Collection Book and the Eichholtz Lighting Collection Book.
In addition we have created a Magazine with our latest arrivals.

Furniture & Accessories
Collection Book

Lighting
Collection Book

Eichholtz
Magazine Volume 2 - 2018

Request hard copies of our Collection Books and Magazine or download the pdf’s
from www.eichholtz.com via your online account.

Opening hours office | Monday to Friday from 8:30 am to 5:30 pm | Opening hours showroom | Monday to Friday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm or by appointment.
Contact information | Delfweg 52, 2211 VN Noordwijkerhout | The Netherlands | +31 (0)252 515 850 | info@eichholtz.com

www.eichholtz.com

